
  
                                             
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 Issue 1 

Properly selected and managed financial institution product programs provide improved consumer protection and substantially mitigate 
multiple kinds of product related risks for consumers and finance providers alike - from product performance and provider financial security issues to 
consumer and lienholder cancellation, refund and benefit processing.  In the current regulatory environment, greater finance provider control over products and 
product processes is a good decision for protecting finance customers and for minimizing finance provider regulatory and litigation risk. 
  

Vehicle Service Contracts ("Extended Warranties") and GAP contacts are two of the most common auto finance add-on products under the consumer protection 
microscope.  And recent regulatory actions and guidance bulletins have changed the rules and obligations for finance providers who offer these products and the 
companies who administer product benefits.  
 

Read on to learn more about the top hazards to avoid and best practices to consider in offering captive or preferred auto finance add-on programs. 
 

THE TOP THREE ADD-ON PRODUCT HAZARDS FOR AUTO FINANCE PROVIDERS 
 

 

ONE:     PRODUCT SALES PRESENTATIONS 
 

The CFPB's recent US Bank and DFS enforcement actions demonstrated that accurate product sales presentations and transparent consumer product and 
pricing disclosures are where the rubber meets the road in terms of consumer protection efforts and the agency's expectations for finance provider product 
compliance processes. 
 
Other than the selection and vetting of products and product providers, how these products are sold by employees or dealers is without question the 
most critical issue facing finance providers with captive or preferred add-on products. For financial institutions like banks, credit unions and direct loan 
companies who offer products to their consumers at the time of making a loan, making sure accurate product benefits, limitations, terms and pricing disclosures 
are made to consumers is quite manageable -- for indirect finance providers, the prospect of controlling a product sales transaction taking place inside a used car 
dealership or franchise dealer F&I office is simply impossible. Short of product failure (the product doesn't do what it is supposed to do)  or provider insolvency 
(the product administrator vanishes) , defects in product presentations like seller misrepresentations (intentional or not) , or consumer misunderstandings 
(usually not considered their fault!) , are the number one reason for product complaints. 
 
Controlling presentations may not be possible, but setting product presentation rules, designing standardized presentation content and disclosures, providing and 
documenting employee/dealer training, and verifying results are effective ways to protect your customers and meet regulatory expectations. 

 

TWO:     VENDOR PROVIDED MARKETING MATERIALS AND TRADITIONAL F&I SALES TRAINING 
 

The content of your product providers' brochures, retail price cards, sales presentation desk mats, posters and other collateral marketing 
material can be an important part of making your product program successful with consumers and in your dealer network. But those shiny brochures can also be 
a big compliance problem: Confusing or misleading statements; terms that are inconsistent with the actual contract; too-fine fine print and other designs, graphs 
and aggressive sales language that can negatively impact a consumer's ability to make an informed decision are compliance hazards.  Following the US Bank/DFS 
case, marketing materials should not contain any sort of ballpark cost or price statement or explanation that fails to inform a customer of the true, total cost of 
the product - marketing materials that contain "pennies a day" or "just a few more dollars a month" language now belong in the trashcan. 
 
Along those same lines are some traditional automotive F&I sales techniques and strategies often found in the used car and independent dealer markets 
and offered as "product sales training" by product providers to finance company employees and dealer partners. Traditional "overcoming objections" and 
old school, high pressure F&I training techniques are inappropriate for meeting finance providers' new product compliance obligations - product 
sales training for finance providers and their dealer partners should be based on a value selling transparent presentation of product benefits and limitations.   
 

THREE:    PRODUCT & PROVIDER PERFORMANCE 
 

Selection: Auto protection programs like vehicle service contracts in particular, are "high touch" consumer products - they rely on many moving parts 
and players, all of which impact the customer, the selling dealer and frequently the finance provider during the product term and especially 
when the customer uses or tries to use the product's benefits. For that reason, and the long, mixed history of aftermarket service contract provider 
performance and failures, not much is more important to a finance provider than informed, thorough and careful due diligence on product and product provider 
selection: All the compliance efforts in the world cannot cure a poor product or provider choice. 
 
Monitoring: Once a product is in place, new regulatory expectations require financial institutions to have a process for monitoring the product's performance and 
the provider's ongoing ability to meet consumer protection standards. Systematic documentation of product benefit performance, product complaint and 
resolution, and cancellation/refund requests and processing is part of what is required to meet product management expectations. And regularly 
supplementing original vendor selection due diligence documentation to ensure on-going vendor compliance capabilities is needed to meet new vendor 
management requirements. 
 
A Note on Product Cancellation: Singled out by the CFPB in the original add-on product guidance bulletin, consumer initiated product cancellation is in the 
spotlight and a known consumer protection hot spot.  You must monitor how your product provider handles cancellations and have your own  
process that ensures consumers receive an accurate refund.  

 

READ ABOUT PRODUCT BEST PRACTICES ON PAGE TWO 

---------------------------> 
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FNI SERVICES 
 
Provider & Product 

Due Diligence 
  
Documented due diligence in selecting product 
administrators (Service Providers) and vetting of 
product marketing materials for consumer 
protection compliance is the first and most 
important step in your product compliance 
program. 
   
FNI assists financial institutions with provider 
and product due diligence and documentation for 
new or existing product programs. 
  

Product Compliance 

Process Design & 

Program Management  
  
Financial institutions are ultimately responsible 
for a) How captive or preferred products are 
marketed to consumers by employees and 
dealer networks; b) The performance of add-on 
products and c) Service Providers' interactions 
with customers.  
 
FNI provides complete marketing compliance, 
training, program and vendor management 
process design and implementation strategies 
for your existing or new product program.    

 

Turn-Key Product Solutions 

  
FNI products and benefit programs provide real 
consumer value and enhanced business 
profitability for financial institutions.  FNI bundles 
superior products from vetted administrators with 
a proprietary vendor and product management 
solution designed for financial institution 
compliance with CFPB's Service Provider and 
Add-On Product Bulletins.  

  
You can rely on FNI industry expertise for 
development and implementation of effective 
compliance management and risk mitigation 
processes for Service Provider relationships and 
product offerings subject to CFPB oversight. 

  

COMING SOON IN 
NOVEMBER 2013: 
  
FNI's Add-On Product Consumer Protection 
Compliance Manual  
   
 
 
This Newsletter is not offered as, or intended 
to provide, legal advice. Legal advice 
depends on facts and circumstances unique 
to each reader and is provided only subject to 
an executed written Agreement. 

  Take the High Road. ™ 
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ADD-ON PRODUCT BEST PRACTICES 
 

ONE: PRODUCT & PROVIDER SELECTION 
 

What products make the most sense for your kind of customer and finance model? There are 
two hot issues in product related consumer protection - first, transparency: is the customer provided 
with clear, accurate information about what a product does and doesn't do, and what it really costs?  
Second, value -  does the product actually provide some tangible benefit that is meaningful and useful to 
the consumer? It should be no surprise that products with the most real value often have the simplest, 
most transparent contract language and marketing materials. 
 

Many standard due diligence elements apply to selecting product providers - years in business; 
corporate ownership, leadership and stability; financial security and insurance backing; regulatory and 
litigation history; data and privacy safeguards, etc. Since finance providers are now held responsible for 
their service providers' compliance capability, there are even more considerations - provider's 
experience specifically with products for the finance industry; provider's internal consumer protection 
compliance ability and processes; provider's customer-facing employee compliance and customer service 
training; and provider's field force stability and compliance training processes - just to name a few. 
 

TWO: PRESENTATION TRAINING - PRODUCT TRANSPARENCY 
 

Product transparency means explaining the value of the product, its limitations and all the terms and 
conditions the customer needs to understand to evaluate value and how to use the product.  FNI 
recommends a simple, standardized consumer product presentation that includes accurate 
disclosures about the product's benefits, terms, limitations, conditions and cost, followed up with a 
product disclosure form customized for your product(s) for the customer's review and signature. Your 
standardized presentation and disclosure form should be implemented with all selling and program 
managing employees and your dealer partners - and documentation of their training must be 
maintained as evidence of your compliance efforts. 
 

Contract benefit limitation terms, conditions and provider administration policies that can 
create discrepancies between consumer perceptions and reality must be fully disclosed and 
explained up front.   
 

For example, if your GAP provider limits deficiency balance payoffs by calculating benefits from vehicle 
ACV instead of the underlying insurance company's actual total loss settlement, or by setting a maximum 
125% or 150% LTV cap; or your Vehicle Service Contract provider pays a maximum of $65 an hour of 
service center labor time, commonly ships used/salvage replacement parts to complete covered repairs, or 
includes a per claim or per repair maximum limit of liability, your product presentation must make 
customers aware of these terms and what they mean, and what to expect in the event of a 
benefit claim. 
 

THREE:  PERFORMANCE & VENDOR MANAGEMENT 
 

Process design, implementation and documentation create the foundation for effective vendor and 
product management.   For most finance providers an elaborate customer complaint management system 
that might be appropriate for a large national bank is not a practical or viable option.  FNI recommends a 
basic Customer Interaction Process which sets standard company policy for all customer contact 
regarding captive or preferred products including calls for claim benefit assistance, cancellation assistance, 
product claim disputes and resolution and product related dealer disputes and resolution.    
 
Monitoring service providers for continuing compliance capability requires an appointed responsible 
employee and the participation of your product provider and your product management company or 
agency. Commitments to maintain compliance standards and provide you with policy and company 
information needed to meet your service provider supervisory obligation should be made part of your 
Agreements with product providers.  FNI recommends written annual vendor due diligence  re-
certification and careful monitoring of changes in product provider marketing materials, 
executive management, field personnel and internal employees who interact with your customers 
or dealer partners. 
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ABOUT FNI 
 

FNI President David Bafumo has sixteen years of combined experience in 
financial insurance product development and marketing, finance provider 
product implementation and sales management, and commercial 
litigation. 
 

David received his J.D. from Washington & Lee University Law School and 
is a member of the Virginia State Bar. 
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